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Abstract
Task models are used in many areas of computer science
includingplanning, intelligenttutoring,planrecognition, inter-
face design, and decision theory. However, developing task
models is a signiﬁcant practical challenge. We present a task
model development environment centered around a machine
learning engine that infers task models from examples. A
novelaspectoftheenvironmentissupportforadomainexpert
to reﬁne past examples as he or she develops a clearer under-
standing of how to model the domain. Collectively, these
examples constitute a “test suite” that the development envi-
ronment manages in order to verifythat changes to theevolv-
ing task model do not have unintended consequences.
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INTRODUCTION
Manyﬁeldsofcomputerscience—planning, intelligenttutor-
ing, plan recognition, interfacedesign, and decision theory to
name a few — get a lot of leverage from applying general-
purpose algorithms to domain-speciﬁc task models. This
approach gives rise to the notorious knowledge acquisition
bottleneck: developing an accurate domain model is a signif-
icant engineering obstacle. In this paper, we present a devel-
opment environment that can ease the task model acquisi-
tion process. The environment combines direct model edit-
ing, machine learning based upon annotated examples, and
model veriﬁcation through regression testing. The learning
techniques and most of the other major components of this
environment are in place; however,the graphical front-end is
still under development.
In this work, the problem of developing task models is con-
sidered in the context of the Collagen [18, 17] system. In
Collagen, a collaborative interface agent engages in dialogs
witha userto jointlyachievetasks. Collagenis an implemen-
tationoftheSharedPlantheoryofcollaborativediscourse[7],
in which the agent’s behavior is driven by general-purpose
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algorithms for discourse interpretation [13], plan recognition
[10], and action selection [11]. In order to apply these algo-
rithms in a given domain requires constructing an explicit,
declarative model of the underlying task structure.
Since Collagen task models are hierarchical, a domain expert
mustdecidehowtodividetasksintosubtasks, whichinvolves
choosingthebestabstractionstorepresentintermediategoals.
The choice of intermediate goals is especially important for
collaborative agents because the agent must be able to dis-
cuss how to accomplish tasks in a way that is intuitive to the
user. Determining an appropriate set of intermediate goals
(as well as the number and type of parameters for each) can
be extremely difﬁcult for a domain expert.
Our approach to acquiring task models is based on the con-
jecture that it is often easier for people to generate and dis-
cuss examples of how to accomplish tasks than it is to deal
directlywithtaskmodelabstractions. Inasense, wedesigned
a kind of programming by demonstration [4, 12] system in
which a domain expert performs a task by executing actions
and then reviews and annotates a log of the actions.
In prior research, we developed machine learning techniques
that infer hierarchical task models from a set of partially-
annotated examples of task-solving behavior [5]. As a gen-
eraltradeoff,anexpertcanprovideminimalannotationsabout
many examples or more exhaustive annotations about fewer
examples. Also, as will be discussed below, certain types of
annotations are more valuable to the learning engine.
We have integrated these machine learning techniques into a
development environment that provides comprehensive sup-
portforexpertstogeneratetaskmodels. Thisinvolvesremov-
ing or reﬁning past examples as well as deﬁning new exam-
ples. In addition to learning from the collection of exam-
ples, the system can use them for regression testing to verify
the behavior of the model throughout the development pro-
cess. This technique detects more potential errors than sim-
ply checking the internal consistency of a model.
Thedesignpresentedinthispaperreﬂectsthecollectiveexpe-
rience of the Collagen research group over the past several
years“manually”developingtaskmodels. Typically,amodel
is constructed through an incremental development process,
which is described in the following two paragraphs.Initial versions of a task model are inferred from a small
number
￿ of examples that show the most common solutions
to key domain tasks. Both the model and the examples fre-
quently undergo substantial revisions during this early stage.
Next, themodelwillbegeneralizedtocoveradditionalexam-
ples that demonstrate solutions involving, for example, alter-
nate orderings foractions, optional behavior,oralternate task
decompositions. Occasionally, deﬁning additional examples
will spur the expert to re-conceptualize the entire domain,
necessitating reworking many previous examples.
As the development process nears completion, there is less
and less beneﬁt to providing new examples. It is generally
faster and easier to directly edit the model. Also, learned
models, even when accurate, may need to be tweaked by the
expertfor other reasons. For example, as discussed in[5], the
organization of a complete and accurate task model may be
inappropriate for a collaborative agent. It is at this ﬁnal stage
of development that the ability to easily verify the behavior
of the model using the collection of past examples is critical.
The next section of the paper describes how task models are
inferred from the annotated examples of the expert; we also
provideempiricalresultsbased onour implementationof this
learning module. The third section of the paper presents
the design of the model building environment in detail. The
paper concludes with a discussion of related research.
MACHINE LEARNING FROM EXAMPLES
Within the task model development environment, there is a
division of labor between the user and the computer: the user
provides annotated examples so that the learning system can
generalize the task model under development.
This section describes how a domain expert partially anno-
tates examples. We describe the task model language ﬁrst
and then the different types of partial annotations. Empirical
results are included that quantify how the different types of
annotations inﬂuence the number of examples that need to be
provided by the domain expert.
A task model is composed of actions and recipes. Actions
are either primitive actions, which can be executed directly,
or non-primitive actions (also called “intermediate goals” or
“abstract actions”), which are achieved indirectly by achiev-
ing other actions. Each action has a type; each action type is
associated with a set of parameters. Actions do not currently
includeanexplicitrepresentationforpreconditionsandeffects.
Recipes are methods for decomposing non-primitiveactions.
Each recipe speciﬁes a set of steps that are performed to
achieve the non-primitive action that is the collective objec-
tive of the steps. All steps are assumed to be required unless
they are labelled as optional. There may be several different
recipes for achieving a single non-primitive action.
A recipe also contains constraints that impose partial tempo-
ral orderings on its steps, as well as various logical relations
among their parameters. For the purposes of this paper, the
only logical relations we will consider are equalities. Equal-
ities between a parameter of a step and a parameter of the
objective of the recipe are called bindings, but are otherwise
indistinguishablefromconstraints. Parametersandstepshave
a name as well as a type in order to allow for unambiguous
references (in bindings and constraints) to multiple steps of
the same type.
Figure1containssamplesofthisrepresentationforacooking
domain that will be used throughout this paper as a running
example. This domain was chosen over alternate Collagen
task models because it is intuitive and can be easily varied in
order to conduct empirical studies. A task model in the form
of Figure 1 is the desired output of learning.
nonprimitive act PreparePasta
parameter Pasta pasta
primitive act GetPasta
parameter Pasta pasta
recipe PastaRecipe achieves PreparePasta
steps Boil boil
CookPasta cook
optional GetPasta get
bindings achieves.pasta = cook.pasta
constraints get.pasta = cook.pasta
boil.water = cook.water
boil precedes cook
get precedes cook
Figure 1: Collagen representations from a cooking domain
(keywords are in bold).
Annotation Language
Informally, the input to the learning algorithm is a series of
demonstrations; each one explicitly shows one correct way
to perform a task and, via annotations, indicates other simi-
lar ways that are also correct. For example, if the sequence
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is also a correct example. We can also general-
ize from the annotated examples based on assumptions about
the target model to be learned. For example, if the learner is
told
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represents partial ordering constraints on pairs of actions, all
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must be correct.
More precisely, each input to the learning engine is an anno-
tated example
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constitute the unannotated example demonstrated by the
expert. In most cases, each
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will be a primitive action;
however,
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couldalsobeanintermediategoal. Theseman-
tics of the latter case is that
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holder in lieu of ﬂeshing out the example to include a seg-
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, called a segment element or element for short, is
either an action or a segment. Grouping elements together
means that they collectively achieve a non-primitive act of
type
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is a partial mapping from elements to boolean val-
ues. If the mapping is deﬁned and is true, the expert is
specifying that removing that segment element from the
example would constitute another correct example from
the domain.
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is a partial mapping from pairs of elements in
the same segment to boolean values. If the mapping is
deﬁned and is true, the expert is specifying that switching
the order of appearance of the pair of elements would con-
stitute another correct example from the domain.
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is a partial mapping from pairs of action parame-
ters to boolean values. If the mapping is deﬁned and is
true, the expert is specifying that another correct exam-
ple with the same segmentation exists wherein these two
parameters do not havethe same value. This mapping does
not convey information about inequality relations; i.e. this
mapping cannot indicate that two parameters must never
have the same value.
Figure 2 contains an example of how this formal notation is
used to deﬁne an annotated example in the cooking domain.
Each action is subscripted so that different instances of the
same act type can be distinguished. The arguments of each
primitive action are speciﬁc domain items.
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Figure 2: Sample annotated example, in formal notation.
Figure 2 deﬁnes one top-level segment of type MakeMeal,
which is composed of two sub-segments (PreparePasta,
PrepareSauce) and a primitive action (ServeDinner).
The partial mappings at the bottom of the ﬁgure indicate
that GetPasta is optional and ServeDinner is required.
Also, the steps of type PreparePasta and Prepare-
Sauce may appear in any order in general, while the Boil
step of PreparePasta must always precede the Cook-
Pasta step. Finally, the annotations indicate that the com-
mon water parameter value for Boil
-
and Boil
f is a coin-
cidence, butthatthepastaparameterofGetPastaandCook-
Pasta will always be the same.
A graphical interface, which is part of the development envi-
ronment,allowsexpertstoannotatethisinformationinamore
intuitive way, such as by marking certain nodes in a tree
visualization. However, it should be clear from this partially
annotated example that fully annotating examples would be
quite burdensome regardless of the interface.
It is tempting to draw conclusions from the absence of cer-
tain annotations. For example, in Figure 2, many steps are
not marked as optional. While one might interpret this to
mean that the unmarked steps are required, it might just be
the case that the expert is not sure if those steps are required
or optional. To handle such cases, the learning techniques
distinguish between positive evidence (e.g., annotating that a
step is required) and the lack of negative evidence (e.g., the
step appears in all deﬁned examples involving this recipe).
A key feature of our learning algorithm is that it infers bind-
ings, constraints, and parameters of non-primitive actions,
which we will refer to collectively as propagators. The role
of propagators is to enforce equality relationships among the
parameter values of primitive actions. For example, in a task
model for cooking spaghetti marinara, the cooked pasta must
be the same pasta to which the marinara sauce is later added.
In contrast, different knives can be used to cut, say, the toma-
toes and the mushrooms. These equality relations cross the
boundariesofmanyactionsandrecipes, i.e. theyarenotlocal
to any particular recipe.
Empirical Results
Some experiments were run to better understand the tradeoff
between how much information the expert provides in each
example and how many examples must be provided to learn
an accurate model of the domain. For testing purposes only,
we simulate a human expert that provides varying types of
annotations. This approach focuses the results on this trade-
off rather than the best way to elicit annotations from the
expert. At present, we do not presume that there is a data
base of unannotated examples that either the expert or the
learner can access — examples are generated by the expert
as needed.
In each experiment, we start with a target task model and use
it to simulate the activities of a domain expert, both to gener-
ate unannotated examples and to annotate them. Segmenta-
tions and non-primitiveaction names are always provided by
the simulated expert, but we varied which other annotations
were provided. After each example is input to the learning
engine, we determine if the generalized task model is equiva-
lent to the target model. Also, we determine if each example
was “useful,” i.e. if it contained any information that altered
the contents of the data structures used for inference; other
examples are labeled “useless.”We ran experiments on two target task models. The ﬁrst
represents
g part of a sophisticated tool for building graphi-
cal user interfaces, called the Symbol Editor. The model
was constructed in the process of developing an agent to
assist novice users of the Symbol Editor. The model contains
29 recipes, 67 recipe steps, 36 primitive acts, and 29 non-
primitive acts. A typical example contains over 100 primi-
tive actions. The second test model was an artiﬁcial cooking
world model designed to test the learning algorithm. The
model contains 8 recipes, 19 recipe steps, 13 primitive acts,
and4non-primitiveacts. Anexampletypicallycontainsabout
10 primitive actions. Both models have recursive recipes.
We ran all variations of possible combinations of annotation
types, and report a subset inTable 1. In this table, O indicates
that all ordering annotations are given, E indicates that all
equality annotations are given, and P indicates that all propa-
gators are given (propagator annotations subsume equality
annotations). Optional steps are only annotated when all
annotations are given (indicated by ’All’ in the table). The
reason for this is that optionality is the easiest aspect to learn
because it does not involve relationships between steps. The
data are the results of randomized sequences of examples —
100 trials for the cooking domain and 20 trials for the Sym-
bol Editor. Also, the average and minimum are measured on
useful examples.
Table 1: The kind of annotations provided inﬂuences the
number of examples needed to learn task models.
Anno- Cooking Symbol Editor
tation Avg. Min. Useless Avg. Min. Useless
All 5.3 3 9.9 1.9 1 0.1
OP 6.5 3 11.1 2.4 1 0.4
P 7.2 4 14.1 3.0 2 0.5
EO 7.2 3 10.4 14.2 3 47.0
E 8.1 4 13.1 14.4 3 46.9
O 38.3 15 404.3 53.0 37 118.7
None 38.3 15 404.2 53.1 37 118.6
The main surprise is that providing equality annotations dra-
matically reduces the number of required examples (from
38.3 to 8.1 for cooking). This is encouraging because it
seems likely that it will be much less onerous for a human
expert to indicate when apparent equalities in the example
are coincidental, than to construct all the propagator infor-
mation directly.
AnotherinterestingresultinTable1isthatlearningis strongly
inﬂuenced by the order in which examples are processed.
This is reﬂected both by the minimum number (which is
roughly half the average number) of useful examples and the
average number of useless examples (which is comparatively
large). It is possible a human would provide diverse, useful
examples so that the number of examples required in practice
would be close to the minimum number of useful examples.
DESIGN FOR A MODEL DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT
This section presents the design for our task model devel-
opment environment. A novel aspect of the environment is
support for a domain expert to reﬁne past examples as he
or she develops a clearer understanding of how to model the
domain. Collectively, these examples constitute a “test suite”
that the development environment manages in order to verify
that changes to the evolving task model do not have unin-
tended consequences.
Figure 3 shows an idealized sequence that a user would fol-
low to develop a task model. In practice, a model would not
be developed in such a straightforward path. For example,
the model can be inferred, visualized, or manually edited by
the user at arbitrary points during the development cycle.
h Deﬁne a starting set of actions (optional).
h Deﬁne examples.
h Generalize the model based on the examples.
h Visualize the resulting model.
h Use the model in subjective tests of quality.
h Reﬁne prior examples.
h Manually edit the task model.
h Run regression tests with the collection of examples.
Figure 3: Typical steps in task model development
Most of the process described in Figure 3 is presently achiev-
ablethroughasingleGUIapplication; however,certainaspects
currently require a combination of command-line programs
and text-ﬁle editing. Fully integrating the current capabili-
ties into a single tool will reduce the burden for the domain
expert, and will provide opportunities for providing more
assistance.
Both Collagen and the model building tool are written in the
Java programming language. This has two important ben-
eﬁcial consequences. First, it is easy to design the system
to switch between alternate components (e.g., model viewers
or learning engines) by using interfaces and Java Beans. Sec-
ond, the task model language for Collagen is implemented as
a superset of Java, which permits very speciﬁc reﬁnements
of task models for any particular domain.
The rest of this section is a “story board” that illustrates how
a person might use our system to develop a task model for
making a meal. As this task is something that occurs in
the physical world, the user constructs examples by virtu-
ally walking through the process of making a meal — it is
a mental walk-through, rather than an actual walk-through.
In contrast, for a computer application with a graphical user
interface that has already been built and implemented, a per-
son could simply run the application, and annotate the result-
ing log. For an application that is being (re-)designed, an
expert would use the virtual walk-through process to create
examples.Deﬁne a Starting Set of Actions (Optional) The ﬁrst step
the user
i may take is to generate an initial list of primitive and
non-primitive acts, as shown in Figure 4.
Non-Primitives: MakeMeal
Primitives: Boil, CookPasta, PrepareSauce, ServeDinner
Figure 4: Initial working set of action types
This categorization may change over time, but helps to boot-
strap the process. Our system does not assume the existence
of a pre-deﬁned hierarchy of actions (i.e., an ontology) for
the domain — determining this hierarchy is a major part of
task model development. While deﬁning the primitives for
an implemented GUI application may be straightforward, for
activities in the real world the process is more difﬁcult. In
all non-trivial domains, identifying the correct set of abstract
(non-primitive)actions is challenging.
DeﬁneExamples Anexampleisanannotatedlistofinstan-
tiated actions (action type plus speciﬁc values for parame-
ters) that constitute the achievement of a goal in the domain.
The user may start by constructing an unannotated demon-
stration of how to make a meal, as shown in Figure 5 (for
reading ease, actions in the examples of this section are not
subscripted).
GetPasta
Boil
CookPasta
PrepareSauce
ServeDinner
Figure 5: First example, unannotated
In Figure 5, the user has not speciﬁed any parameter val-
ues. Also, the example includes an unknown action type
(GetPasta), so the system may either ask the user if the
action should be added to the working set as a primitive act
or silently do so, depending on a settable option.
Working with this example, the user groups related actions
into segments; for each segment, the user provides a name
that describe the purpose of the segment. In the minimally
annotated version shown in Figure 6, the elements of a seg-
ment are identiﬁed visually by the level of indentation — the
purpose name for a segment, which precedes its elements, is
surrounded by brackets. In this case, the user has grouped
the ﬁrst three steps into PreparePasta. The system rec-
ognizes that this act is not part of the working set and can
ask if it should be added to the non-primitives. In practice,
annotations don’t have to be added during a second pass —
they can be done at the same time that actions are added.
GeneralizetheModelBasedontheExamples Afteranno-
tating one or more examples, the user can invoke the infer-
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GetPasta
Boil
CookPasta
PrepareSauce
ServeDinner
Figure 6: First example, minimally annotated
ence engine to generalize the task model to incorporate the
examples. Even if the learning tool has only one example
to process (i.e. this example is the ﬁrst one submitted by
the user), generalization may occur if the same non-primitive
action-type appears more than once in the example.
The result of learning from the example in Figure 6 is given
in Figure 7. A comparison with Figure 1 shows that the
propagators are missing from this ﬁrst version of the task
model. Barring guidance from the domain expert, the auto-
mated techniques name each recipe based on the types of the
required steps, sorted alphabetically,of the recipe. Also, step
names are derived from the type of the step.
nonprimitive act PreparePasta
primitive act GetPasta
recipe Boil_CookPasta_GetPasta achieves PreparePasta
steps Boil boil
CookPasta cookPasta
GetPasta getPasta
constraints getPasta precedes boil
boil precedes cookPasta
Figure 7: A portion of the task model after one example
An important issue is how the machine learning techniques
will preserve manual edits to the task model. This issue
arises in many environments where a human and a computer
are collaborating — a person will often want to pin down
some parts of the problem at hand so that the computer does
not modify them when formulation a solution. The learning
techniques currently allow an expert to pin down some parts
of the system, but there are still some open issues regarding
parameters for non-primitives.
As discussed in the previous section, the learning techniques
free the domain expert from having to specify non-primitive
parameters. Or, for those who are so inclined, an expert
can specify the number and type of parameters for each non-
primitive. However,mixingthetwoapproachesrequireseither
heuristics or dialogswiththeexpertor a combination ofboth.
To see why, imagine an expert state that a non-primitive has
a parameter of type X and that the learning engine infers the
need for two slots of type X. Do either of these get mapped
to the user-speciﬁed parameter and, if so, which one? Thereare other ambiguous situations where the decision whether
or not
r to re-use a propagator is unclear.
Deﬁne Additional Examples The expert iterates through
this process until the task model is complete enough to test
subjectively. After the user deﬁnes each additional exam-
ple, inconsistencies between the current model and the new
example need to be worked out. There are several ways in
whichtheuser andthesystemcouldinteract toresolveincon-
sistencies; currently it is thesole responsibility of the domain
expert.
Asaresultof resolvinginconsistencies, sometimesthemodel
will be changed and sometimes the example will be changed.
For example, an action that was originally deﬁned as a prim-
itive action might appear as a segment purpose type. Some-
times the deﬁnition of the action needs to be changed and
sometimestheexpertmakesanerror. Anothercommonsource
of inconsistenciesis inthenumber andtype of parameters for
an action.
Figure 8 is an example of making linguini with clam sauce
that might be provided as a second example to the learning
system. In this ﬁgure, the user has added more detail by
decomposing PrepareSauce and specifying parameters.
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Figure 8: Second example, minimally annotated
When processing this second example, the system adds new
actstotheworkingsetofprimitives,movesPrepareSauce
from the primitives to the non-primitives, and adds parame-
ters to the deﬁnitions of actions that appear in this example.
The system also determines that there are optional steps in
two different recipes (going to the kitchen and getting the
pasta) and that the PreparePasta and PrepareSauce
steps are unordered. Finally, in this example, the water used
in preparing the sauce and the pasta happen to be the same so
the system infers a set propagators that will force this equal-
ity to always hold. Figure 9 shows the output of learning.
In future examples, new acts may be demonstrated. Or, addi-
tional recipes to achieve known acts may be shown (e.g.,
achievingMakeMealbycallingatake-outrestaurant). Also,
additional orderings will be learned for knownrecipes. Other
examples will show that parameters are not tied to speciﬁc
domain literals; likewise, the water used in preparing a sauce
and the water used in preparing pasta are generally differ-
nonprimitive act PreparePasta
parameter Water water
primitive act GetPasta
recipe Boil_CookPasta achieves PreparePasta
steps Boil boil
CookPasta cookPasta
optional GetPasta getPasta
bindings achieves.water = cookPasta.water
constraints boil.water = cookPasta.water
cookPasta.water = water
I
cookPasta.pasta = linguini
E
￿
E
getPasta precedes boil
boil precedes cookPasta
Figure 9: A portion of the task model after two examples
ent. Future work includes investigating mechanisms for the
learning system to indicate what types of examples would
most beneﬁt the learning process.
Visualize the Model After the inference techniques have
generalized the model to account for this example, the expert
can review the result to see if it matches his or her intention.
In future work, additional bookkeeping by the learning tech-
niques will enable theexpertto ﬁnd out what part(s) of which
example(s) implied various pieces of the model (e.g. step
optionality, ordering and equality constraints). Some pieces
of the model will not be tied to examples — for example, if
the model is manually edited.
Figure 10: A graphical view of part of a task model.
Another feature of our system is that it supports multiple
viewsof thetaskmodel. In Figure1(andthroughout this sec-
tion) we saw the textual representation of a portion of a task
model. In Figure 10 we see a graphical view of the decom-
positions for a task in the task model, drawn as a tree.
-
The
children of non-primitive actions are the recipes that achieve
that act; a recipe expands toshow thesteps of that recipe; and
E To simplify exposition, some visual elements of the tool have been been
suppressed or replaced by text (e.g. “[optional]”).thechildrenofprimitiveactsare theactiontype’sparameters.
The numbering of recipe steps summarizes the precedence
relations. Also, parameters that are constrained by the model
to always be equal, i.e. the two Water parameters shown,
are indicated by having the same background color (different
colors are used for each set of propagators).
Use the Model in Subjective Tests of Quality Ideally, the
current task model can be evaluated by the domain expert
by interacting with a collaborative agent for an existing GUI
application.
￿ Based on this interaction, the expert can iden-
tify weaknesses or errors in the model. For example, the
expert can notice when the agent erroneously propagates a
parameter value (as would be the case for the water used to
boil clams and pasta). To improve the quality or accuracy
of the model, the expert can create new examples, reﬁne old
examples, or manually edit the model .
Reﬁne Prior Examples After using the task model (or at
othertimes), thedomainexpertmaywishtoreﬁnepriorexam-
ples. For example, showing the learning system that Get-
Pasta has a pasta parameter with the same value as Cook-
Pasta is easily done by adding parameter values to the ﬁrst
example. Figure 11 shows such a reﬁnement of the ﬁrst
example.
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Figure 11: First example, reﬁned with parameters
In Figure 11, PrepareSauce is now marked as a place-
holder non-primitive, i.e. a non-primitive that is not decom-
posed in this example. Alternately, the domain expert could
have reﬁned PrepareSauce in Figure 11.
Manually Edit the Task Model The domain expert may
wish to manually edit the task model, perhaps as a result of
a subjective evaluation. For example, using the task model
inferred from the two deﬁned examples reveals that some
dialogs ﬂow unnaturally because PreparePasta does not
have a parameter of type Pasta, even though that parame-
ter is not needed for correctness. In addition, some experts
maychoosetoreplacetheautomatically generatedrecipeand
step names, or may choose to take advantage of Collagen’s
ﬂexible glossing (English text generation) mechanism.
Since the task model language for Collagen is a superset of
Java, actions and recipes can include arbitrary Java code. In
terms of system design, this means that there must be support
G Evaluation is always possible — Collagen can simulate the behavior of
a collaborative agent in the absence of an existing application.
for experts to manually add Java code to the task model when
needed.
Regression Testing As task models become complex, it
is easy to make changes that have unexpected consequences.
Our current implementation incorporates a rigorous testing
facility to identify when changes to the task model inﬂuences
the analysis of stored examples. Regression testing is not as
useful in the early stages of model development, when action
and recipe deﬁnitions are undergoing rapid change.
As the model is developed and reﬁned, older examples may
becomeobsolete. Changesinthenumberandtypesofparam-
eters for an action, for example, may cause an early exam-
ple to no longer be consistent with the current version of the
task model. Likewise, as actions are added and deleted, and
potentially reclassiﬁed as primitives or non-primitives, ear-
lier examples may no longer be valid. An important consid-
eration for the development environment is how to alert the
user thattheseexamplesexistand howtoprovidean explana-
tion of why the example is no longer usable. In some cases,
the user may choose to disregard an early example while at
other times he or she may choose to update an earlier exam-
ple so that it can continue to be used in regression testing.
RELATED RESEARCH
Tecuci et al. [19] presenttechniques for acquiringlargenum-
bersofhierarchicalif-thentaskreductionrules throughdemon-
stration by and discussion with a human expert. In their
system, the expert provides a problem-solving episode from
which the system infers an initial task reduction rule, which
isthenreﬁnedthroughaniterativeprocessinwhichthehuman
expert critiques attempts by the system to solve problems
using this rule. Tecuci et al. do not speciﬁcally address either
the issue of building a model in the absence of a pre-deﬁned
ontology or the notion of regression testing to ensure that
model updates preserve correctness.
Gil and Melz [6] and Kim and Gil [8] have reported on a
wide range of issues related to building knowledge acquisi-
tiontoolsfordevelopingdatabasesofproblem-solvingknowl-
edge. In contrast to our approach of inferring task models
from annotated examples, they have focused on developing
tools and scripts to assist people in editing and elaborating
task models, including techniques for detecting redundancies
and inconsistencies in the knowledgebase, as well as making
suggestions to users about what knowledge to add next.
Patern` o [15, 16] presents a graphical tool for eliciting hierar-
chicaltaskmodels, representedasConcurTaskTrees,ofcoop-
erative activities. This tool provides support for converting
informal scenarios into formal descriptions and then verify-
ing the consistency of a ConcurTaskTree with saved scenar-
ios. In addition to some keydifferencesinrepresentation lan-
guage (such as alternate decompositions for abstract actions
and the ability to enforce arbitrary constraints among param-
eters), this tool does not support inference.Otherresearcheffortshaveaddressedaspectsofthetaskmodel
learning
￿ problem not addressed in this paper. Bauer [2, 3]
presents techniques for acquiring non-hierarchical task mod-
els from unannotated examplesforthe purposeof plan recog-
nition (i.e., inferring a person’s intentions from her actions).
OBSERVER [21] automatically learns the preconditions and
effects of planning operators from unannotated expert solu-
tion traces and then reﬁnes the operators through practice.
In a related approach, van Lent and Laird [20] present tech-
niques to learn the preconditions and goal conditions for a
hierarchy of operators (encoded as specialized Soar produc-
tion rules) given expert-annotated performance traces.
Angros Jr. [1] presents techniques that learn recipes that
contain causal links, to be used for the intelligent tutoring
systems, through both demonstration and automated experi-
mentation in a simulated environment. Masui and Nakayama
[14] investigatelearning macros from observationof or inter-
action with a computer user in order to assist the user with
tasks that occur frequently or are inherently repetitive. Lau
et al. [9], in one of the few formal approaches to learning
macros, uses a version space algebra to learn repetitive tasks
in a text-editing domain.
CONCLUSION
This paper presented an approach, which is implemented in a
development environment, for constructing and maintaining
a hierarchical task model from a set of annotated examples
provided by a domain expert. The key pieces of the system
are a machine learning inference engine and a facility for
conducting regression testing in order to verify the consis-
tency of a task model with previously deﬁned examples. As
a general tradeoff, the domain expert can either provide min-
imal annotations about many examples or more exhaustive
annotations about fewer examples.
Future work for this project fall into two broad categories:
extensions to the inference engine and improvements in the
usabilityofthedevelopmentenvironment. One areaforfuture
work that falls into both categories is to develop constructive
critics, i.e. algorithms that propose possible annotations, and
include a facility for users to easily manage the advice pro-
vided by them. For example, one constructive critic might
analyze past usage logs (or annotated examples) to suggest
the segment elements that should be marked optional in an
as-yet unannotated example. The user should be able to:
1) review such suggestions at any time, 2) easily understand
them, and 3) easily accept none, some, or all of the them.
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